Calling All Future Scholars

Interested in research & considering a PhD?

JOIN AWARDSS!

The UArizona College of Education + College of Applied Science and Technology + Undergraduate Research Opportunities Consortium (UROC) have teamed up to offer the Access, Wellness, and Relational Determinants of Student Success (AWARDSS) program - a flexible, high quality, competency-based research apprenticeship with potential for real-world impact on US Education. This program was specifically designed to be culturally inclusive for nontraditional and underrepresented students.

Funded by the Institute of Educational Sciences (#R305B160003 & #R305B160003) with summer tuition waivers and fees generously offered by the graduate college.

APPLY BY NOV 5TH!

12 Month Research Experience

SPRING '22


SUMMER '22

Mentored Experience in a Research Apprenticeship (matched by interest with a mentor + stipend + travel + room/board supported) ▲ Research Report Writing Course ▲ GRE Prep Course + Test ▲ Formal Presentation (Report, Poster, & Oral)

FALL '22

Graduate School Prep Course ▲ Continued Research Assistantship (with stipend) ▲ Personalized Assistance with Graduate School Applications

ELIGIBILITY

GPA: 3.0+ Major or Overall ▲ Status: Junior, Senior, Post-Bacc (within 5 yrs), OR current Master's Student ▲ Intent to Pursue PhD ▲ Underrepresented

All AWARDSS students receive a financial package up to $10,485!

Get in touch!
awardss.arizona.edu
coe-awardss@email.arizona.edu

Or apply directly at grad.arizona.edu/UROC by Nov. 5, 2021